King County COVID-19 Language Access Efforts

Please share with your networks.

CONTENT UPDATE (5/7/2020)

- A message for King County Residents to Stay home, Dr. Duchin PSA videos in 20 languages 20+ languages

- New King County COVID page for Deaf/Hard-of-Hearing and Deafblind Communities: ASL for D/ HOH and DB Communities

- Emergency Child Care for Essential Workers: English | Russian | Somali | Spanish | Traditional Chinese | Vietnamese

- Isolation and Quarantine infographic: Marshallese | Russian | Spanish Somali | Swahili | Samoan | Traditional Chinese | Ukrainian | Vietnamese

- Testing Infographic: Amharic | Arabic | Farsi (Persian) | Hindi | Khmer | Korean | Marshallese | Oromo | Punjabi | Russian | Samoan | Spanish Somali | Thai | Tigrinya | Tongan | Traditional Chinese | Ukrainian | Vietnamese

- SCAN & Public Health - Seattle & King County deliver nasal swab kits to resident homes in King County: English - webpage translates into Spanish, Simplified Chinese, Traditional Chinese, Vietnamese, Korean, Russian and Somali. More languages coming soon!

- King County downloadable in-language signs to print and post

- COVID-19 Resource Guide: English *additional languages below*

- King County Metro: Reduced schedule updates with the final round of service cuts in 18 languages. King County Metro- Reduced Schedule videos in Spanish: Facebook | Twitter | YouTube
• Ukrainian
• Vietnamese

SOCIAL MEDIA ADS:
• Facebook ad - Chinese
• Facebook ad – Korean
• Facebook ad – Somali
• Facebook ad – Spanish
• Facebook ad – Tagalog
• Facebook ad – Vietnamese
• Facebook ad – Japanese

Contact information:
Senayet Negusse
OESJLanguages@kingcounty.gov

• OESJ COVID Guide in multiple languages: Amharic | Arabic | Spanish | Oromo | Vietnamese | Russian | Traditional Chinese | Korean | Somali | Tigrinya

• COVID-19 and Public Charge: Arabic | Traditional Chinese | Khmer | Korean | Oromo | Russian | Samoan | Somali | Spanish | Swahili | Tagalog | Tigrinya | Ukrainian | Vietnamese | Yoruba

• Chinese Radio Interview on Gun Safety and Anti-Stigma Resources

ADDITIONAL RESOURCES:

• WA ESD claims centers provide language assistance to Limited-English Proficient (LEP) clients applying for unemployment-insurance benefits: 1-English | 2-Spanish | 3-Arabic | 4-Amharic | 5-Somali | 6-Oromo | 7-Farsi | 8-Russian | 9-Punjabi | 10-Chinese | 11-Korean | 12-Laotian | 13-Cambodian | 14-Vietnamese | 15-Tagalog

• Expanded Unemployment Benefits Videos created by Neighborhood House: Amharic | Khmer (Cambodian) | Farsi | Russian | Somali | Ukrainian | Vietnamese

• WAISN Resource Finder: The WAISN Resource Finder is community-driven, collaborative, collective, resource that is intended to be used by community organizations that work with the intention to help our immigrant and refugee communities gain access to the resources during this pandemic.

• Pregnancy, Birth, and Caring for Youth Baby with Suspected or Confirmed COVID-19: Amharic | Arabic | Chinese (simplified) | Chinese (traditional) | Hindi | Khmer | Korean | Marshallese | Punjabi | Russian | Samoan | Spanish | Somali | Tagalog

• My Hero is You, Storybook for Children on COVID-19 available in 40+ languages developed by Inter-Agency Standing Committee Reference Group on Mental Health and Psychosocial Support in Emergency Settings.